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Thursday, June 18, 1 pm - 2pm EST
(Webinar from NIHCM)
Homelessness & COVID-19: A Merger of Two Epidemics

Pandemic Second Seminar Series on the Epidemiology of the COVID-19

Facebook Live Chat with Dean Lushniak, Kelly Sherman ’21

Events and Resources
Subscribe to the Happy & Well Weekly e-Newsletter »

SGN: Some Good News with John Krasinski. You can submit your

Good News” from the SPH and our extended community, inspired by

Each week, our Happiness & Wellness Initiative will share “Some

Staying Healthy and Connected
The New York Times: Do Runners Need to Wear Masks?
coronavirus, despite what CDC may say
Los Angeles Times: Scientists to Choirs: Group singing can spread the
Created an Environment for Protests
Texas Public Radio: We Have Been Crying for Help’: How the Pandemic
But They’re Still Suspicious of Vaccines.
Mother Jones: Black People Have Suffered the Most From COVID-19.

SPH Faculty in the News

SPH Research and News

the root of police brutality and racial disparities in COVID-19.
A group of SPH Black faculty scholar-activists (called the Agents of
Black People is a Public Health Pandemic
Too Many Names, Too Many Hashtags: The Killing of Unarmed
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